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Clelia Cardano Sheppard’s aim as an artist is to capture the fleeting light and shadows 
of both the world within and the world without—from the spectacle of the sun setting 

fire to the water, to the longing of a lone figure in a doorway, to the jubilation of a    
bouquet of almost faded flowers. Explosive, contemplative, and triumphant, her oil 

paintings and sculptures relentlessly explore the themes of time, identity, and         
connection. “So great is her intensity,” said art critic Giuseppe Selvaggi, “one feels  

able to touch, to taste the color.”  
 

Born in a farmhouse in Umbria, Italy, Clelia grew up surrounded by Tuscan hills,       
ancient ruins, and a culture that revered art. She obtained a degree in Visual Arts and 

Scenic Design from the Academia delle Belle Arti in Rome. She studied under the 
guidance of several renowned artists including Pericle Fazzini, whose work includes 

the sculpture of the Ascension in the Vatican. A one man show at a salotto, or art      
salon, hosted by collector Renato Morazzani sparked the accolades of collectors and 
critics. Clelia and her sister, Luisa, opened a gallery in the historic center of Terracina 

in 1978, and transformed an old 60-foot fishing boat into a thriving gallery. 
 

Her marriage to American Navy officer John Sheppard brought her to the U.S. in 1980, 
where she raised four children, eventually settling on the Eastern Shore of Virginia 

near the town of Cape Charles. 
 

Clelia practices Plein Air in its true form, as did Monet and the Impressionists who     
inspire her, painting on site as the mood and colors change before her eyes. She also 
creates work in her studio, a small room on a bluff overlooking the Chesapeake Bay, 

where the view is strikingly similar to the vista of her memory, the Mediterranean. 


